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Abstract

We introduce the concept of inconsequential arbitrage and, in the context of a model allowing
short-sales and half-lines in indifference surfaces, prove that inconsequential arbitrage is sufficient
for existence of equilibrium. Moreover, with a slightly stronger condition of nonsatiation than that
required for existence of equilibrium and with a mild uniformity condition on arbitrage opportu-
nities, we show that inconsequential arbitrage, the existence of a Pareto optimal allocation, and
compactness of the set of utility possibilities are equivalent. Thus, when all equilibria are Pareto
optimal — for example, when local nonsatiation holds — inconsequential arbitrage is necessary
and sufficient for existence of an equilibrium. By further strengthening our nonsatiation condition,
we obtain a second welfare theorem for exchange economies allowing short sales.

Finally, we compare inconsequential arbitrage to the conditions limiting arbitrage of Hart [Hart,
O.D., 1974. J. Econ. Theory 9, 293–311], Werner [Werner, J., 1987. Econometrica 55, abs1403–
1418], Dana et al. [Dana, R.A., Le Van, C., Magnien, F., 1999. J. Econ. Theory 87, 169–193] and
Allouch [Allouch, N., 1999. Equilibrium and no market arbitrage. CERMSEM, Universite de Paris
I]. For example, we show that the condition of Hart (translated to a general equilibrium setting)
and the condition of werner are equivalent. We then show that the Hart/Werner conditions imply
inconsequential arbitrage. To highlight the extent to which we extend Hart and Werner, we construct
an example of an exchange economy in which inconsequential arbitrage holds (and is necessary and
sufficient for existence), while the Hart/Werner conditions do not hold. © 2000 Elsevier Science
S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We introduce the condition ofinconsequential arbitrage. This condition ensures that ar-
bitrarily large arbitrage opportunities are inconsequential from the viewpoint of existence
of equilibrium. In particular, we show that in an exchange economy requiring local nonsa-
tiation at rational allocations but allowing short sales and half-lines in indifference surfaces,
inconsequential arbitrage is sufficient for existence of a quasi-equilibrium — and with the
addition of two standard assumptions, we show that it is sufficient for existence of an equi-
librium. With a slightly stronger condition of nonsatiation than that required for existence
of a quasi-equilibrium and with a mild uniformity condition on arbitrage opportunities,
we establish the equivalence of inconsequential arbitrage, existence of a Pareto optimal
allocation, and compactness of the set of utility possibilities. Thus, under any condition
ensuring that all equilibrium allocations are Pareto optimal (such as, local nonsatiation at
rational allocations), inconsequential arbitrage is necessary and sufficient for existence of
an equilibrium — as well as necessary and sufficient for existence of a Pareto optimal
allocation and compactness of the set of utility possibilities. By further strengthening our
nonsatiation condition, we obtain a second welfare theorem for exchange economies allow-
ing short sales. This result generalizes the second welfare theorem in Page and Wooders
(1996a).2

Prior papers in the literature on existence of equilibrium in models with consumption sets
unbounded below — models with short sales — have focused first on establishing sufficient
conditions for existence of equilibrium and second, on necessary conditions. In the context
of these models, conditions that are necessary and sufficient for existence of equilibrium
are also necessary and sufficient for the existence of a Pareto optimal allocation (Page and
Wooders, 1993, 1996a). Typically, to show that a condition limiting arbitrage is necessary
for existence of equilibrium, the prior literature has required that there be no half-lines in
indifference surfaces (Werner, 1987; Page and Wooders, 1993)3 or that at most one agent
have half-lines in indifference surfaces (Page and Wooders, 1996a). In an asset market
setting, for example, this means that (at most) one agent can be risk-neutral at extreme levels
of wealth; thus the limitations of the prior models are of economic significance. In addition,
many papers in the literature establishing sufficient conditions for existence of equilibrium
have required that arbitrage opportunities be uniform with respect to endowment. Such
uniformity is required, for example, by Hart (1974) and Werner (1987) for their sufficiency
results. In the current paper, none of these restrictions are required.

2 Within the context of a model allowing local satiation, Hurwicz (1996) proves a second welfare theorem
assuming that consumption sets are bounded from below. Here, within the context of a modelnot allowing local
satiation, we carry out our proof of a second welfare theorem allowing short sales, and hence allowing consumption
sets to beunboundedfrom below. In a more recent paper, Hurwicz and Richter (2000) have established a second
welfare theorem, again without the assumption of local nonsatiation, within the context of a general model in
which the boundedness from below assumption has been relaxed.

3 According to Werner, a relationship between his condition limiting arbitrage opportunities and compactness
was first remarked by J.-F. Mertens in private conversation. The equivalence of the (closely related) Page–Wooders
condition of ‘no unbounded arbitrage’ opportunities compactness of utility possibilities, and the existence of a
Pareto-optimal point was established in Page and Wooders (1996a,b).
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Conditions limiting arbitrage found in the literature generally fall into three broad
categories:
1. conditions on net trades, for example, Hart (1974), Page (1987), Nielsen (1989), Page and

Wooders (1993, 1996a,b), Allouch (1999) — including the condition of inconsequential
arbitrage introduced here;

2. conditions on prices, for example, Green (1973), Grandmont (1977, 1982), Hammond
(1983), and Werner (1987).

3. conditions on the set of utility possibilities(namely, compactness), for example, Brown
and Werner (1995), Dana et al. (1999).
We compare inconsequential arbitrage to the conditions limiting arbitrage introduced by

Hart (1974) and Werner (1987), as well as to conditions recently introduced by Dana et al.
(1999) and Allouch (1999). For example, we show that the condition of Hart (translated to
a general equilibrium setting) and the condition of Werner are equivalent, and more impor-
tantly, we show that the Hart/Werner conditions imply inconsequential arbitrage. We also
show that under the assumption of no half-lines in indifference surfaces, the Hart/Werner
conditions and inconsequential arbitrage are equivalent. In order to highlight the extent to
which we extend Hart (1974) and Werner (1987), we construct an example (Example 3
below) of an exchange economy in which inconsequential arbitrage holds (and is necessary
and sufficient for existence), while the Hart/Werner conditions do not hold. Inconsequential
arbitrage, however, has some limitations. In order to make these more clearly understood,
we also construct an example (Example 4 below) of an exchange economy in which inconse-
quential arbitrage does not hold, nor do the Hart/Werner conditions. But an equilibrium does
exist. Finally, under additional conditions on the model, we show that if agents’ indifference
surfaces contain no half-lines, then inconsequential arbitrage, the Hart/Werner conditions,
the Dana, Le Van, and Magnien condition, and Allouch’s condition are all equivalent —
and in turn, equivalent to the existence of a Pareto optimal allocation, compactness of the
set of utility possibilities, and the existence of equilibrium.

In a recent paper, Allouch (1999) has shown that inconsequential arbitrage implies com-
pactness of the set of utility possibilities. Moreover, Dana et al. (1999) have shown that if
local satiation is ruled out, then compactness of utility possibilities implies existence of a
quasi-equilibrium. Allouch (1999) also introduces a new condition, bounded arbitrage, and
in a model more general than the one developed here, shows that bounded arbitrage implies
the existence of a quasi-equilibrium. Allouch (1999) also shows that if local satiation is
ruled out, then his condition of bounded arbitrage is equivalent to compactness of utility
possibilities.

Inconsequential arbitrage builds on the condition of no unbounded arbitrage in Page and
Wooders (1993, 1996a,b) (see also Page (1987)). That condition ensures that no group of
agents can make mutually compatible, unbounded and utility-nondecreasing trades. The re-
sult of Page and Wooders (1993, 1996a), that existence of equilibrium implies no unbounded
arbitrage, requires that no group of agents can make mutually compatible, unbounded and
utility increasingtrades. In general, no unbounded arbitrage implies inconsequential arbi-
trage. While the condition of no unbounded arbitrage focuses on expanding utility nonde-
creasing or increasing trades, inconsequential arbitrage focuses on contracting net trades
without decreasing utility. This change, from the focus on expanding trades to the focus
on decreasing trades, enables us to treat economies with half-lines in indifference surfaces.
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It is this ability to contract net trades in directions determined by arbitrage without de-
creasing utility that allows for existence of an equilibrium in the presence of half-lines in
indifference surfaces. The approach taken in this paper can also be viewed as an outgrowth
of Hart (1974), showing existence of equilibrium in an asset-market model with unbounded
short sales. Studying his paper suggested the ‘back up’ argument used in our proofs and the
modification of no unbounded arbitrage leading to inconsequential arbitrage. In essence, we
are extending the Hart (1974) model of an asset market and his condition limiting arbitrage
opportunities to a general equilibrium model. Hart’s condition is stated explicitly in terms
of the structure of asset returns; this is not required in our work. Our framework and results
include Hart’s as a special case.

For an excellent exposition of the different notions of arbitrage in the prior literature,
including a discussion of Chichilnisky (1997) and prior papers, we refer the reader to
Dana et al. (1999).4 Another survey, including asset market models in addition to general
equilibrium models, is provided in Page and Wooders (1999). For excellent treatments of
arbitrage and existence of equilibrium in infinite dimensional settings see Brown and Werner
(1995) and Dana et al. (1997).

2. An economy with short sales

Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 denote anexchange economy. Each agentj hasconsumption set

Xj ⊂ RL andendowmentωj . Thejth agent’s preferencesPj (·) overXj are specified via a
utility function uj (·): Xj → R as follows

Pj (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) > uj (xj )}. (1)

Theweak preferred setis given by

P̂j (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) ≥ uj (xj )}. (2)

The set ofindividually rational allocationsat endowmentsω = (ω1, . . . , ωn) is given by

A(ω) =

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X1 × · · · × Xn :

n∑
j=1

xj

=
n∑

j=1

ωj and xj ∈ P̂j (ωj ) for all j


 . (3)

We shall denote byAj (ω) the projection ofA(ω) ontoXj .
We shall maintain the following assumptions throughout: for each agentj = 1, . . . , n,
[A -1] uj (·) is upper semicontinuous and quasi-concave;
[A -2] ωj ∈ Xj andXj is closed and convex.
We shall also maintain the following nonsatiation assumption:

4 For further discussion see Monteiro et al. (1998, 1999, 2000).
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[A -3] Local nonsatiation at rational allocations. For any rational allocation(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
A(ω), ∀j Pj (xj ) 6= ∅ and clPj (xj ) = P̂j (xj ).

In [A -3], ‘cl’ denotes closure. Thus, at a rational allocation(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω), Pj (xj )
is nonempty andxj is in the boundary of the preferred setPj (xj ) for each agentj.

Given pricesp ∈ B := {p′ ∈ RL : ‖p′‖ ≤ 1} thebudgetset for thejth agent is given by

B(ωj , p) = {x ∈ Xj : 〈x, p〉 ≤ 〈ωj , p〉},
and the interior of the budget set relative toXj is given by

F(ωj , p) = {xj ∈ Xj : 〈xj , p〉 < 〈ωj , p〉},
An equilibrium for the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 is an (n + 1)-tuple of vectors

(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) such that
1. (x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈ A(ω);
2. p̄ ∈ B\{0};
3. for eachj, 〈x̄j , p̄〉 = 〈ωj , p̄〉 andPj (x̄j ) ∩ B(ωj , p̄) = ∅.

Thus,(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) is an equilibrium if and only if, for eachj, xj ∈ Pj (x̄j ) implies
that〈xj , p̄〉 > 〈x̄j , p̄〉 = 〈ωj , p̄〉.
We say that(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) is aquasi-equilibrium if

1. (x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈ A(ω);
2. p̄ ∈ B\{0};
3. for eachj, x̄j ∈ B(ωj , p̄) andPj (x̄j ) ∩ F(ωj , p̄) = ∅.

Thus,(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) is a quasi-equilibrium if and only if for eachj, xj ∈ Pj (x̄j )

implies that〈xj , p̄〉 ≥ 〈ωj , p̄〉.
Note that every equilibrium is a quasi-equilibrium.

3. Inconsequential arbitrage

We define thejth agent’s arbitrage cone at endowmentsωj ∈ Xj as the closed convex
cone containing the origin given by

R(P̂j (ωj )) = {yj ∈ RL : for x′
j ∈ P̂j (ωj ) andλ ≥ 0, x′

j + λyj ∈ P̂j (ωj )}.

Thus, if yj ∈ R(P̂j (ωj )), then for allλ ≥ 0 and allxj ∈ P̂j (ωj ), xj + λyj ∈ Xj

and uj (xj + λyj ) ≥ uj (ωj ). The agent’s arbitrage cone atωj , then, is the recession
cone corresponding the weak preferred setP̂j (ωj ) (see Rockafellar (1970), Section 8).
Equivalently,yj ∈ R(P̂j (ωj )) if and only if yj is a cluster point of some sequence{λkxk

j }k
where the sequence of positive numbers{λk}k is such thatλk ↓ 0, and where for allk,
xk
j ∈ P̂j (ωj ); see Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 8.2.
An arbitrageω = (ω1, . . . , ωn) is ann-tuple of net tradesy = (y1, . . . , yn) such thaty is

the limit of some sequence{(λkxk
1, . . . , λkxk

n}k with λk ↓ 0 andxk = (xk
1, . . . , xk

n) ∈ A(ω)

for all k. 5 We shall denote by arb(ω) the set of all arbitrages atω. Also, we shall denote by

5 Note that(y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω) implies that
∑

j yj = 0.
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arbseqω(y) the set of all sequences{xk}k of rational allocations (i.e.xk ∈ A(ω) for all k)
such thatλkxk → y for some sequence{λk}k of positive real numbers withλk ↓ 0. Note
that the set of all arbitrages,arb(ω), is the recession cone corresponding to the set of all
individually rational allocations,A(ω) (see Rockafellar (1970), Section 9).

We say that an arbitragey = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω) is in theback-up set atω, denoted
by bus(ω), if for each sequence{xk}k ∈ arbseqω(y), there exists anε > 0 such that for all
k sufficiently large and all agentsj,

xk
j − εyj ∈ Xj and uj (x

k
j − εyj ) ≥ uj (x

k
j ). (4)

An economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1) satisfiesinconsequential arbitrage atω if

arb(ω) ⊆ bus(ω). (5)

In words, an arbitragey ∈ arb(ω) is inconsequential (i.e. is contained in the backup set at
endowmentsbus(ω)) if for sufficiently large allocationsx ∈ A(ω) in they = (y1, . . . , yn)

‘directions’ from the endowmentω, each agentj can reduce his consumption by a small
amount in the−yj direction without reducing his utility.

4. Implications of inconsequential arbitrage

4.1. Increasing cones and exhaustible arbitrages

A set closely related to thejth agent’s arbitrage cone atxj is the increasing cone atxj

given by

III j (xj ) := {yj ∈ R(P̂j (xj )) : ∀λ ≥ 0, ∃λ′ > λ

such thatuj (xj + λ′yj ) > uj (xj + λyj )}.
We say that an arbitragey = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω) is exhaustibleat ω, if for all rational
allocationsx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) and all agentsj,

yj ∈ R(P̂j (ωj ))\III j (xj ).

Thus, an arbitragey fails to be exhaustible atω if for some rational allocationx ∈ A(ω)

and some agentj, yj ∈ III j (xj ). We shall denote by ea(ω) the set of all arbitrages that are
exhaustible atω. Note that ifyj ∈ R(P̂j (ωj ))\III j (xj ), then there exists aλxj

≥ 0 such
that forλ ≥ λxj

, uj (xj + λyj ) is nonincreasing inλ. Thus, there does not exist aλ > λxj

such thatuj (xj + λyj ) > uj (xj + λxj
yj ), and thus atxj + λxj

yj all arbitrages in theyj

direction are exhausted.

Theorem 1(Inconsequentiality implies exhaustibility).Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an eco-
nomy satisfying[A -1]–[A -2]. The following statements are true.
1. If y is an inconsequential arbitrage atω (i.e. y ∈ bus(ω)), then y is exhaustible atω (i.e.

y ∈ ea(ω)). Thus,

bus(ω) ⊆ ea(ω).
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2. If the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage, then

bus(ω) = ea(ω) = arb(ω).

Conversely, ifbus(ω) is a proper subset ofea(ω), then the economy fails to satisfy
inconsequential arbitrage. 6

4.2. Compactness of the set of utility possibilities

Define the set of individually rational utility possibilities as follows:

U(ω) := {(u1, . . . , un) ∈ Rn : ∃x ∈ A(ω) such thatuj (ωj ) ≤ uj ≤ uj (xj )∀j}. (6)

Also fork = 1, 2, . . . define the set ofkbounded individually rational allocations as follows:

Ck(ω) :=

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) :

∑
j

‖xj‖ ≤ k


 . (7)

As follows easily from our next Theorem, inconsequential arbitrage implies that the set of
individually rational utility possibilities is compact.7

Theorem 2(Inconsequentiality and boundedness of utility).Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an
economy satisfying[A-1]–[A-2], and inconsequential arbitrage. The following statements
are true.
1. There exists k0 such that∀u ∈ U(ω)∃x ∈ Ck0(ω) such thatuj ≤ uj (xj )∀j .
2. For each agent j there exists̄zj ∈ Xj such that for allxj ∈ Aj(w), uj (xj ) ≤ uj (z̄j ).

5. Main existence result

Our main result states that in an economy allowing short-sales, and half-lines in indif-
ference surfaces, inconsequential arbitrage at endowments is sufficient for existence of a
quasi-equilibrium.

Theorem 3 (Inconsequential arbitrage implies the existence of a quasi-equilibrium).Let
(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying[A-1]–[A-3]. If the economy satisfies inconse-
quential arbitrage at endowmentsω = (ω1, . . . , ωn), then there exists a quasi-equilibrium
(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄). Moreover, if the quasi-equilibrium(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) is such that for each
agent j,
1. infx∈Xj

〈x, p̄〉 < 〈ωj , p̄〉,

6 A sufficient condition for inconsequential arbitrage in terms of proximal trading volume appears in the working
paper version of this paper (see Page et al. (2000)).

7 This result, as well as its proof, suggested to us by Cuong Le Van, are in the spirit of Allouch’s Proposition 5.2
(see Allouch (1999)).
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2. Pj (x̄j ) is open relative to Xj ,
then(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) is an equilibrium.

Condition (1) in Theorem 1 will hold automatically if for each agentj, ωj ∈ intXj . 8

Condition (2) will hold automatically if for each agentj the utility function,uj (·), is con-
tinuous.

6. Pareto optimality, inconsequential arbitrage, and existence of equilibrium

6.1. Two equivalence results

Under a stronger condition of nonsatiation and under an assumption that arbitrage cones
are uniform across rational allocations, the existence of a Pareto optimal rational allocation,
inconsequential arbitrage, and compactness of the set of utility possibilities are equivalent.9

The additional assumptions required are:
[A-4] Nonsatiation off the bus.
If y ∈ arb(ω)\bus(ω), then for each rational allocationx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) there

is at least one agentj such that for someλj > 0

xj + λjyj ∈ Pj (xj ).

[A-5] Uniformity of arbitrage cones across rational allocations.
For all rational allocationsx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω)

R(P̂j (xj )) = R(P̂j (ωj )) for all agentsj.

Theorem 4 (The equivalence of existence of a Pareto optimal allocation, inconsequential
arbitrage, and compactness of utility possibilities).Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy
satisfying[A-1]–[A-2] and[A-4]–[A-5]. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has a rational Pareto optimal allocation.
2. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies inconsequential arbitrage.
3. The set of individually rational utility possibilities U(ω) is compact.

By assumption [A-3] thick indifference surfaces at rational allocations are ruled out. Thus
[A-3] guarantees that all equilibria are Pareto optimal. Our next two assumptions guarantee
that every quasi-equilibrium is an equilibrium.

[A-2]∗ for each agentj = 1, . . . , n, ωj ∈ int Xj andXj is closed and convex.
[A-6] For all rational allocationsx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω), ∀j, Pj (xj ) is open relative to

Xj .

We have the following Corollary

8 Here int denotes interior.
9 A rational allocation(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) is Pareto-optimal if there does not exist another rational allocation

(x′
1, . . . , x

′
n) ∈ A(ω) such thatuj (x

′
j ) ≥ uj (xj ) for all agentsj and for at least one agentj′, uj ′ (x′

j ′ ) > uj ′ (xj ′ ).
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Corollary 5 (The equivalence of existence of a Pareto optimal allocation, inconsequential
arbitrage, compactness of utility possibilities, and existence of equilibrium).Let (Xj , ωj ,

Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying[A-1], [A-2]∗, [A-3], [A-4]–[A-5] and[A-6]. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
1. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has a rational Pareto optimal allocation.

2. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies inconsequential arbitrage.

3. The set of individually rational utility possibilities U(ω) is compact.

4. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has an equilibrium.

Remarks 1. (a) It can also be shown that nonemptiness of the core implies inconsequen-
tial arbitrage, as shown in Page and Wooders (1993, 1996a) for no unbounded arbitrage.
The notion of the core involved is that typically used in economics. Since existence of
a Pareto optimal allocation is weaker than nonemptiness of the core, we focus on Pareto
optimal allocations. To relate inconsequential arbitrage to the partnered core, stronger con-
ditions on the economic model are required — specifically, strictly convex preferences;
see Page and Wooders (1996b) and, for the partnered core of a game, Reny and Wooders
(1996).

(b) Rather than assume [A-4], instead we could have made the following assump-
tions

[A-7] Uniformity of increasing cones across rational allocations. For all rational alloca-
tionsx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω), Ij (xj ) = Ij (ω) for all agentsj.

[A-8] bus(ω) = ea(ω).

Together[A-7] and [A-8] imply [A-4].
(c) Rather than assume [A-6], instead we could have strengthened assumption [A-1] as

follows:
[A-1]∗ for each agent j, uj (·) is continuous and quasi-concave.
The following variate ofCorollary 5can be stated
If (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies[A-1]∗, [A-2]∗, [A-3] and[A-4]–[A-5], then the following

statements are equivalent
1. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has a rational Pareto optimal allocation.

2. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies inconsequential arbitrage.

3. The set of individually rational utility possibilities U(ω) is compact.
4. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has an equilibrium.

6.2. A second welfare theorem

By strengthening assumption [A-4] we can prove a second welfare theorem for the
exchange economy described above. This result generalizes the second welfare theorem
established in Page and Wooders (1996a). The strengthening of [A-4] required is the
following:

[A-4]∗ Uniform nonsatiation off the bus. Given any rational allocationx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
A(ω), if y ∈ arb(ω)\bus(ω), then for each rational allocationx′ = (x′

1, . . . , x
′
n) ∈ A(x)

there is at least one agentj such that for someλj > 0, x′
j + λjyj ∈ Pj (x

′
j ).
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Here,

A(x) =

(x′

1, . . . , x
′
n) ∈ X1 × · · · × Xn :

n∑
j=1

x′
j

=
n∑

j=1

xj andx′
j ∈ P̂j (xj ) for all j


 .

Theorem 6(A second welfare theorem).Let(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying
[A-1], [A-2]∗, [A-3], [A-4]∗, [A-5], and [A-6]. If the economy satisfies inconsequential
arbitrage, then for each rational, Pareto optimal allocationx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) with
xj ∈ int Xj for all j , there is a price vectorp ∈ B\{0} such that(x1, . . . , xn, p) is an
equilibrium relative to some endowment.

7. Examples

Example 1. In this example bus(ω) is a proper subset of ea(ω), and thus inconsequential
arbitrage does not hold. Consider an economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))2

j=1 in which two commodities
are traded. Agent 1 has consumption set

X1 = {(x11, x12, ) : x11 ≥ 1 andx12 ≥ 0}
and Leontief preferences which kink along the curve given byf (x) = ln x, for x ≥ 1.
Agent 2 has consumption set

X2 = {(x21, x22) : x21 ≤ 0 andx22 ≤ 0}
(i.e. the southwest quadrant) and preferences given by the utility function

u2(x21, x22) = |x22|.
Thus, agent 2 has straight line indifference curves as depicted in Fig. 1.

Agent 1 has endowmentω1 = (2, ln 2) while agent 2 has endowmentω2 = −ω1. Now
consider the sequence of rational allocations given by{(xk

1, xk
2)}k with (xk

2, ω2) = xk
2−ω2 =

−(xk
1 − ω1) where the sequence of agent is consumption vectors{xk

1}k moves along the
curvef (x) = ln x, for x ≥ 1 (see Fig. 1). The sequence{(λkxk

1, λkxk
2)}k with λk = 1/‖xk

1‖
converges toy = (y1, y2) = ((1, 0), (−1, 0)). Thus,y ∈ arb(ω) and it is clear from Fig. 1
thaty ∈ ea(ω). Note, however, thaty /∈ bus(ω). In this example bus(ω) = {((0, 0), (0, 0))},
while

ea(ω) = {((0,0), (0,0))} ∪ {((γ, 0), (−γ, 0)) : γ > 0}.

Example 2. In the following variation on Example 1, bus(ω) is equal to ea(ω), and in-
consequential arbitrage is satisfied. Consider an economy(Xj , ωjPj (·))2

j=1 in which two
commodities are traded. Agent l’s preferences and consumption set are as before. But now
agent 2 has consumption set

X2 = {(x21, x22) : x21 ≤ 0 andx22 ≥ 0}
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Fig. 1.

(i.e. the northwest quadrant) and preferences again given by the utility functionu2(x21, x22)

= |x22|. Thus, agent 2 has straight line indifference curves in the northwest quadrant as
depicted in Fig. 2.

Agent 1 has endowmentω1 = (2, ln 2) while agent 2 has endowmentω2 = (−2, ln 2).
In this example,

A(ω) = {((2 + γ, ln 2), (−2 − γ, ln 2)) : γ ≥ 0}.
Given the simple structure of the set of rational allocations, it follows that all sequences of
rational allocations{xk}k := {(xk

1, xk
2)}k are of the form

{(xk
1, xk

2)}k = {((2 + γ k, ln 2), (−2 − γ k, ln 2)) : γ k ≥ 0}k.

Fig. 2.
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Moreover, it is easy to see that the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage and that

arb(ω) = ea(ω) = bus(ω) = {((0,0), (0,0))} ∪ {((γ, 0)(−γ, 0)) : γ > 0}.

8. Other conditions limiting arbitrage: some comparisons

In this section, we compare inconsequential arbitrage to the conditions limiting arbitrage
introduced by Hart (1974) and Werner (1987), as well as to the conditions recently intro-
duced by Dana et al. (1999) and Allouch (1999). Conditions limiting arbitrage found in the
literature generally fall into three broad categories:
1. conditions on net trades, for example, Hart (1974), Page (1987), Nielsen (1989), Page and

Wooders (1993, 1996a,b), Allouch (1999) — including the condition of inconsequential
arbitrage introduced here;

2. conditions on prices, for example, Green (1973), Grandmont (1977, 1982), Hammond
(1983), and Werner (1987).

3. conditions on the set of utility possibilities(namely, compactness), for example, Brown
and Werner (1995), Dana et al. (1999).

8.1. A Comparison to Hart and Werner

We begin by showing that the condition of Hart (translated to a general equilibrium
setting) and the condition of Werner are equivalent, and more importantly, we show that
the Hart/Werner conditions imply inconsequential arbitrage. In order to highlight the extent
to which we extend Hart (1974) and Werner (1987), we construct an example (Example
3 below) of an exchange economy in which arbitrage cones are not globally uniform.
However, increasing cones are uniform across rational allocations (i.e. [A-7] holds) and
bus(ω) = ea(ω) (i.e. [A-8] holds). Thus, there is nonsatiation off bus(ω) (i.e. [A-4] holds).
In addition, inconsequential arbitrage holds (and is necessary and sufficient for existence),
while the Hart/Werner conditions do not hold. In order to understand more clearly the
limitations of inconsequential arbitrage, we also construct an example (Example 4 below)
of an exchange economy in which inconsequential arbitrage does not hold, nor do the
Hart/Werner conditions. But an equilibrium does exist.

8.1.1. The equivalence of Hart’s condition and Werner’s condition
In order to show that Hart’s condition (translated to a general equilibrium setting) and

Werner’s condition are equivalent we must first introduce some new definitions and as-
sumptions.

A set closely related to thejth agent’s arbitrage cone atωj is the lineality spaceat ωj

given by

L(P̂ (ωj )) := −R(P̂j (ωj )) ∩ R(P̂j (ωj )).

Note that ifyj ∈ L(P̂j (ωj )), then for allλ ∈ R and allxj ∈ P̂j (ωj ), xj + λyj ∈ Xj and
uj (xj +λyj ) ≥ uj (xj ). Under assumption [A-1], if yj ∈ L(P̂j (ωj )), then net trades in the
directionsyj or −yj starting at the consumption vectorωj are utility constant.
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Werner (1987) makes the following assumptions concerning lineality spaces and arbitrage
cones (i.e. recession cones) in his model

[W-1] Global uniformity of arbitrage cones. For each agentj,

R(P̂j (x)) = R(P̂j (ωj )) := Rj for all x ∈ Xj .

[W-2] Existence of useful trades. For each agentj,

Rj\Lj 6= ∅.

HereLj denotes the lineality space corresponding to the recession coneRj . Together, [W-1]
and [W-2] play the same role in Werner’s (1987) proof of existence as does our assumption
of nonsatiation at rational allocations, [A-3] in our proof of Theorem 1. Note that Werner’s
assumption [W-1] implies our assumption [A-5]. Also note that if agents’ utility functions
are concave then [W-1] holds automatically. Finally, note that under [W-1], if yi ∈ Li

then for allλ ∈ R and allxj ∈ Xj , xj + λyj ∈ Xj anduj (xj + λyj ) = uj (xj ). In the
terminology of Werner (1987), under [W-1] a ‘commodity bundle’yj ∈ Lj is useless.

Werner (1987) also introduces theno half-lines condition. 10 Thejth agent’s utility func-
tion satisfies the no half-lines condition if for eachxj ∈ Xj theredoes not exista nonzero
vector of net tradesyj such thatuj (xj + λyj ) = uj (xj ) for all λ ≥ 0.

[W-3] No half lines. Each agent’s utility function satisfies the no half-lines condition.
Note that [W-3] implies that the set of exhaustible arbitrages consists of ann-tuple the

zero vectors (i.e. ea(ω) = {(0, . . . , 0)}). Thus, [W-3] implies that bus(ω) = ea(ω) =
{(0, . . . , 0)}. Finally, while not stated explicitly, Werner requires for the proof of his main
existence result the following strengthening of our assumption [A-1] (see Werner (1987),
the proof on page 1417):11

[A-1]∗∗ for each agentj, uj (·) is continuous and strictly quasi-concave.
Thedual cone correspondingto the arbitrage coneRj , denoted byΛ(Rj ), is given by

Λ(Rj ) := {p ∈ RL : 〈y, p〉 ≥ 0 for ally ∈ Rj }.
Thepositive dual cone corresponding to Rj , denoted byΛ+(Rj ), is given by

Λ+(Rj ) :=
{
p ∈ RL : 〈y, p〉 > 0 for ally ∈ Rj\Lj

}
.

If p ∈ Λ+(Rj ), then the price vectorp assigns a positive value to any vector ofusefulnet
tradesy ∈ Rj\Lj .

Under assumption [W-2] it follows from Theorem 2.1 in Yu (1974) that

Λ+(Rj ) = riΛ(Rj )

where ‘ri’ denotes the relative interior.

10 Werner (1987) states that if each agent’s utility function satisfies the nohalf-line condition, then his condition
is necessary as well as sufficient for existence. Page and Wooders (1996a) show that if all but one agent’s utility
function satisfies the no half lines condition, then Werner’s condition is necessary and sufficient for existence.
11 Recall thatuj (·) is strictly quasi-concave if wheneverxj andzj belong toXj anduj (zj ) > uj (xj ), then

uj (λxj + (1 − λ)zj ) > uj (xj ) for all λ ∈ [0,1).
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Now consider an exchange economy (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfying assumptions [A-1]–
[A-2] and [W-1]–[W-2]. This economy satisfiesHart’s conditionif

whenever

n∑
j=1

yj = 0 andyj ∈ Rj for all j, thenyj ∈ Lj for all j. (8)

Moreover, the economy satisfiesWerner’s conditionif

∩jΛ
+(Rj ) 6= ∅. (9)

An economy satisfies Hart’s condition, if alln-tuples of mutually compatible net trades
representing potential unbounded arbitrages for the individual agents are useless (i.e. are
utility constant). The economy satisfies Werner’s condition, if the set of prices assigning
a positive value to alln-tuples of useful net trades (i.e. net trades representing potential
unbounded arbitrages) is nonempty.

Our next result states that Hart’s condition (a condition on net trades) is equivalent to
Werner’s condition (a condition on prices). Theorem 7 below is obtained by specializing
Corollary 16.2.2 in Rockafellar (1970) to cover the exchange economy developed here.

Theorem 7 (Hart’s condition is equivalent to Werner’s).Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an
economy satisfying[A-1]–[A-2] and [W-1]–[W-2]. Then Hart’s condition(8) is satisfied
if and only if Werner’s condition(9) is satisfied.

We shall refer to the conditions (8) and (9) above as the Hart/Werner conditions. Two
interesting variations on the Hart/Werner conditions are theoverlapping expectationscon-
dition of Hammond (1983) (also see Green (1973) and Grandmont (1977, 1982))12 and the
no unbounded arbitragecondition of Page (1987). In an asset market setting, under a set of
assumptions mildly stronger than those used in Hart (1974) (including the assumption of
no half lines), Hammond shows that his condition is equivalent to Hart’s condition. Also in
an asset market setting, under a set of assumptions similar to Hammond’s (also including
the assumption of no half-lines), Page shows that his condition given by

if
n∑

j=1

yj = 0 andyj ∈ Rj for all j, thenyj = 0 for allj. (10)

is also equivalent to Hart’s condition as well as Hammond’s. In general, without the no
half-lines assumption,{0,. . . ,0} is a proper subset of the lineality spaceLj . Thus, in general,
Page’s condition (10) implies the Hart/Werner conditions. Page’s condition has been used
by Nielsen (1989) to prove existence in an exchange economy model with short sales slightly
more general than Werner’s, and more recently, Page and Wooders (1993, 1996a,b) have
refined Page’s condition and shown it to be necessary and sufficient for compactness of
the set of rational allocations, as well as for existence and nonemptiness of the core. Dana

12 As far as we know, Hammond (1983) introduced the terminology ‘overlapping expectations’. The condition
overlapping expectations is a much weakened form of Green’s ‘common expectations’.
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et al. (1999) and Allouch (1999) provide an excellent discussions of the different notions of
arbitrage found in the general equilibrium literature. Page and Wooders (1999) also provide
a discussion of notions of arbitrage, including a discussion of the various notions of arbitrage
found in the literature on asset markets.

8.1.2. Hart/Werner conditions and inconsequential arbitrage
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an exchange economy satisfying assumptions [A-1]–[A-2]

and [W-1]–[W-2]. Given the discussion above concerning lineality spaces, it is easy to see
that

L1 × · · · × Ln ⊆ bus(ω).

This fact together with Theorem 7 imply that if the economy satisfies the Hart/Werner
conditions, then any arbitragey = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω) is contained inL1×· · ·×Ln. Thus,
Hart’s net trades condition or Werner’s price condition implies inconsequential arbitrage.
If, in addition, the economy satisfies no half-lines, [W-3], then bus(ω) = {0, . . . , 0}, and
therefore,L1 ×· · ·×Ln = bus(ω). Thus, assuming no half lines, inconsequential arbitrage
implies the Hart/Werner conditions. Stated formally, we have the following

Theorem 8 (Hart/Werner imply inconsequential arbitrage).Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an
exchange economy satisfying assumptions[A-1]–[A-2] and[W-1]–[W-2].

If
∑m

j=1yj = 0andyj ∈ Rj for all j,
implies, yj ∈ Lj for all j,

or
if ∩j Λ+(Rj ) 6= ∅,


 thenarb(ω) ⊆ bus(ω).

If, in addition, the economy satisfies[W-3], no half lines, then

∩jΛ
+(Rj ) 6= ∅ if and only ifarb(ω) ⊆ bus(ω).

8.1.3. A summary of results
In this subsection, we summarize our results and those of Werner.
A summary of sufficiency results:
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]∗∗–[A-2]∗. Werner (1987): Under

[W-1]–[W-2], ∩jΛ
+(Rj ) 6= ∅ ⇒ existence of equilibrium.

Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]∗–[A-2]∗. Page, Wooders and
Monteiro: Under [A-3], arb(ω) ⊆ bus(ω) ⇒ existence of equilibrium.

Thus, inconsequential arbitrage is sufficient for existencewithout strict quasi-concavity
and without uniformity of arbitrage cones(see Example 3 below).13

A summary of characterization results: Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying
[A-1]∗∗–[A-2]∗. Werner (1987): Under [W-1]–[W-3], ∩jΛ

+(Rj ) 6= ∅ ⇔ existence.

13 Werner’s assumptionA5 is weaker than our assumption thatωj ∈ intXj for all j (see our assumption [A-2]∗
and Werner’s assumptionA5 on page 1410 of Werner (1987)). In fact, our assumption [A-2] implies Werner’sA5.
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Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]∗–[A-2]∗. Page, Wooders, and
Monteiro: Under [A-3] and [A-4]–[A-5], arb(ω) ⊆ bus(ω) ⇔ existence.

Thus, inconsequential arbitrage is necessary and sufficient for existence, evenin the
presence of half-lines(see Example 3 below).

8.1.4. Examples

Example 3. Here we construct an example of an exchange economy satisfying assump-
tions [A-1]–[A-3] in which arbitrage cones are uniform across rational allocations (i.e.
[A-5] holds) — butnot globally uniform. In addition, increasing cones are uniform across
rational allocations (i.e. [A-7] holds) and bus(ω) = ea(ω) (i.e. [A-8] holds). Thus, there is
nonsatiation off the bus(ω) (i.e. [A-4] holds). Finally, in this example it is easy to see that
inconsequential arbitrage holds (and is necessary and sufficient for existence), while the
Hart/Werner conditions fail.

Consider an economy (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))2
j=1, where for eachj, Xj = R2 Agent 1 has

endowmentω1 = (2, −1) while agent 2 has endowmentω2 = −ω1. Agent 1’s utility
function is given by

u1(x1, x2) =



x1 if x1 ≤ 0 or x2 ≥ −1

−x1

x2
if x1 ≥ 0 and x2 ≤ −1,

while agent 2 has utility function given by

u2(x1, x2) = x1 + 2x2.

Fig. 3 summarizes the situation. Note that agents 1’s utility function has arbitrage cones
(i.e. recession cones) that are notglobally uniform. Thus, this example is not covered by
Werner’s (1987) model.

Fig. 3.
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In this example,

A(ω) = {((2, −1) + γ · (2, −1), (−2,1) + γ · (−2,1)) : γ ≥ 0}.
By inspection of Fig. 3, it is easy to see that increasing cones are uniform across rational

allocations (i.e. [A-7] holds). In particular,{
III1((2, −1) + γ · (2, −1)) = III1((2, −1)),

III2((−2,1)+γ · (−2,1)) = III2((−2,1))
for all γ ≥ 0 .

Moreover, it is easy to see that arbitrage cones are uniform across rational allocations
(i.e. [A-5] holds) and that local nonsatiation at rational allocations holds (i.e. [A-3] holds).

Given the simple structure of the set of rational allocations, it follows that all sequences
of rational allocations{xk}k := {(xk

1, xk
2)}k are of the form

{(xk
1, xk

2)}k = {((2, −1) + γ k · (2, −1), (−2,1) + γ k · (−2,1)) : γ k ≥ 0}k.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage and that

arb(ω) = ea(ω) = bus(ω) = {((0,0), (0,0))} ∪ {(γ · (2, −1), −γ · (−2,1)) : γ > 0}.
Finally, note that lineality space (the set of useless net trades) for agent 1 is

L(P̂1(2, −1)) = {(0,0)},
while for agent 2, the lineality space is given by

L(P̂2(−2,1)) = {γ · (−2,1) : γ ∈ R}.
Thus, in this example, the Hart/Werner conditions are not satisfied.

Example 4. In our last example, we modify Example 3 by changing the endowment of
agent 1. As a result, increasing cones are no longer uniform across rational allocations (i.e.
[A-7] fails), equality of bus(ω) and ea(ω) fails (i.e. [A-8] fails), and nonsatiation off the
bus(ω) fails (i.e. [A-4] fails). Moreover, inconsequential arbitrage does not hold, nor do the
Hart/Werner conditions. But an equilibrium does exist. Fig. 4 illustrates the problem.

Agent 1’s endowment is nowω′
1 (rather thanω1 = (2, −1)). While agent 2’s endowment

is as before. Consider the sequence{(λkxk
1, λkxk

2)}k ∈ arbseqω
′
((y1, y2)) given by

{(λkxk
1, λkxk

2)}k =
{(

1

k
(ω′

1 + k · y1),
1

k
(ω2 + k · y2)

)}
k

whereω′ = (ω′
1, ω2) andy1 andy2 are given in Fig. 4.14 It is easy to see that

y = (y1, y2) /∈ bus(ω′).

14 Observe thaty2 = −y1.
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Fig. 4.

Thus, inconsequential arbitrage does not hold.15 By inspection of Fig. 4 it can be verified
that increasing cones are no longer uniform across rational allocations, and that bus(ω′) is
a proper subset of ea(ω′). In fact, in this example

bus(ω′) = {((0,0), (0,0))},
while

ea(ω) = {((0,0), (0,0))} ∪ {(γ · (2, −1), γ · (−2,1)) : γ > 0}.
Moreover, [A-4], nonsatiation off bus(ω′) fails. For example, take

y′ = (y′
1, y

′
2) = ((2, −1), (−2,1)) ∈ arb(ω′)\bus(ω′).

It is also clear from Fig. 4, that for rational allocation((ω′
1 + y′

1), (ω2 + y′
2))

u1(ω
′
1 + y′

1 + λy′
1) = u1(ω

′
1 + y′

1)

u2(ω
′
2 + y′

2 + λy′
2) = u2(ω

′
2 + y′

2)

}
for all λ > 0.

Finally, note that this economy has an equilibrium(x̄1, x̄2, p̄), for example

p̄ = 1

||(1,2)|| · (1,2),

x̄1 = ω′
1 + y′

1,

x̄2 = ω2 + y′
2.

15 Note that if agent 1’s indifference curves had the same shape as his indifference curve throughω1 then incon-
sequential arbitrage would be restored. However, if all of agent 1’s indifference curves had the same shape as his
indifference curve throughω′

1 then inconsequential arbitrage would again fail to hold (i.e. global uniformity is not
enough to guarantee that the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage).
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8.2. A comparison to Dana et al. and Allouch

We begin with some terminology. We say that the preference mappingxj → Pj (xj )

defined onXj is strictly quasi-concaveif given anyxj ∈ Xj andx′
j ∈ Pj (xj )

(1 − λ)xj + λx′
j ∈ Pj (xj ) for all λ ∈ (0,1].

Note that if the preference mappingxj → Pj (xj ) is specified via a utility function as
in expression (1) above, then strict quasi-concavity of the underlying utility function im-
plies strict quasi-concavity of the corresponding preference mapping. Next, we say that the
economy (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfiesglobal nonsatiation at rational allocationsif for any
rational allocation(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω), Pj (xj ) 6= ∅ for all agents j.

Thus, if the economy satisfies only global nonsatiation at rational allocations rather than
local nonsatiation at rational allocations, then for any given rational allocation(x1, . . . , xn)

and any given agentj, xj need not be contained in the boundary ofPj (xj ). 16

8.2.1. Dana et al
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2]. Dana et al. (1999) show

(Theorem 1) that if, in addition, the economy (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies global nonsatia-
tion at rational allocations, and if agents’ utility functions,uj (·), are stricly quasi-concave,
then compactness of utility possibilities⇒ the existence of a quasi-equilibrium.

Note that global nonsatiation at rational allocations and strict quasi-concavity of util-
ity functions together imply our assumption [A-3], local nonsatiation at rational alloca-
tions. Also note that it follows from part 1 of our Theorem 2 that for economies satisfying
[A-1]–[A-2], inconsequential arbitrage implies compactness of utility possibilities (also see
Proposition 5.2 in Allouch (1999)). Thus, inconsequential arbitrage is a stronger condition
than compactness of utility possibilities.

8.2.2. Allouch
Allouch (1999) introduces a new condition,bounded arbitrage, defined as follows
The economy satisfies bounded arbitrage if for all sequences of rational allocations

{xn}n ⊂ A(ω) there exists
• a subsequence{xnk }k,
• a rational allocationz ∈ A(ω), and
• a sequence{zk}k ⊂ X1 × · · · × Xn converging toz such that

zk
j ∈ P ′

j (x
nk

j ).

Here, following Gale and Mas-Colell (1975), the augmented preference correspondence
xj → P ′

j (xj ) is given by

P ′
j (xj ) := {x′

j ∈ Xj : x′
j = (1 − λ)xj + λx′

j for 0 < λ ≤ 1, x′
j ∈ Pj (xj )}.

16 If we assume that each agent’s utility function is continuous, rather than upper semicontinuous, then we can
show that inconsequential arbitrage implies the existence of a quasi-equilibrium under the weaker assumption of
global nonsatiation at rational allocations.
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Thus, by bounded arbitrage, for every sequence of rational allocations there is a sub-
sequence that is augmented preference-dominated by a sequence converging to a rational
allocation. Note that bounded arbitrageimpliesglobal nonsatiation at rational allocations.

Allouch shows (Proposition 5.1) that

if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies [A-1]–[A-2] and
global nonsatiation at rational allocations, and
if agents’ preference mappingsxj → Pj (xj )

are strictly quasi-concave, then
bounded arbitrage⇔ the set of utility possibilities is compact.

Moreover, Allouch shows (Proposition 5.2) that if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1
satisfies [A-1]–[A-2], and

if agents’ preference mappingsxj → Pj (xj )

are strictly quasi-concave, then
inconsequential arbitrage⇒ the set of utility possibilities is compact.

In fact, Allouch’s Proposition 5.2 continues to holdwithout strict quasi-concavity. Thus,
we have

if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies [A-1]–[A-2], then
inconsequential arbitrage⇒ the set of utility possibilities is compact.

Without strict quasi-concavityAllouch’s Proposition 5.1 must be weakened as follows:
If the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies [A-1]–[A-2] and

global nonsatiation at rational allocations, then
bounded arbitrage⇒ the set of utility possibilities is compact.

However, if we strengthen global nonsatiation at rational allocations to local non-satiation
at rational allocations (i.e. [A-3]), then Allouch’s Proposition 5.1 is restored. Thus, we have

if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies [A-1]–[A-3], then
bounded arbitrage⇔ the set of utility possibilities is compact.

Allouch’s main existence result (Theorem 3.1), translated to the model here, is the
following:

if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies [A-2], where
Pj (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) > uj (xj )}, and

P̂j (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) ≥ uj (xj )}
with uj (·) : Xj → R quasi-concave,

and if
(i) P̂j (ωj ) is closed, and

(ii) xj → Pj (xj ) is lower semicontinuous on̂Pj (ωj ), then
bounded arbitrage⇒ the existence of a quasi-equilibrium.

Comparing Allouch’s Theorem 3.1 to the following restatement of our Theorem 1, we
have shown that

if the economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies
local nonsatiation at rational allocations and [A-2], where

Pj (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) > uj (xj )}, and
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P̂j (xj ) := {x ∈ Xj : uj (x) ≥ uj (xj )}
with uj (·) : Xj → R quasi-concave,

and if
xj → P̂j (xj ) is closed-valued onXj , then

inconsequential arbitrage⇒ the existence of a quasi-equilibrium.

It should be noted that, in fact, Allouch (1999) proves the existence of a quasi-equilibrium
in a model more general than the model developed here. For example, Allouch assumes that
agents’ preferences are given via a partial preorder,≺j , and does not require that the induced
preference mappings,xj → {x′

j ∈ Xj : xj ≺j x′
j }, be everywhere convex-valued nor that

the induced weak preference mappings,xj → {x′
j ∈ Xj : xj �j x′

j }, be everywhere
closed-valued. Similar extensions of our results are also possible.

8.3. A fundamental equivalence result

As before, let(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 denote an exchange economy where thejth agent’s
preferencesPj (·) overXj are specified via a utility functionuj (·) : Xj → R, and suppose
that the economy satisfies the following assumptions for each agentj = 1, . . . , n:

[A-1]∗ uj (·) is continuous and quasi-concave;
[A-2]∗ ωj ∈ intXj andXj is closed and convex;
[A-3] Local nonsatiation ar rational allocations.∀(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω), ∀j, Pj (xj ) 6= ∅

and clPj (xj ) = P̂j (xj );
[W-1] Global uniformity of arbitrage cones. ∀j , R(P̂j (x)) = R(P̂j (ωj )) := Rj for all

x ∈ Xj ;
[W-2] Existence of useful trades. ∀j , Rj\Lj 6= ∅.
[W-3] No half-lines. Each agent’s utility function satisfies the no half lines condition.
We have the following equivalence result

Theorem 9(A fundamental equivalence).Let(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying
[A-1]∗, [A-2]∗, [A-3]. If the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage, then the economy
has an equilibrium. Moreover, if the economy satisfies the conditions of uniformity, exis-
tence of useful trades, and no half-lines, [W-1]–[W-3], then the following statements are
equivalent:
1. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies inconsequential arbitrage.
2. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies the Hart/Werner conditions.
3. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 satisfies Allouch’s bounded arbitrage condition.
4. The set of utility possibilities, U(ω), is compact.
5. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has a rational Pareto optimal allocation.
6. (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 has an equilibrium.

The equilivalence of (1), (4), (5), and (6) follows from our Corollary 5 and the fact that
assumption [W-1] and [W-3] imply our assumptions [A-4] and [A-5]. The equivalence of
(1) and (2) follows from our Theorem 8. By Allouch’s Proposition 4.3, (2) implies (3), and
by Allouch’s Proposition 5.1, (3) implies (4).
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9. Proofs

9.1. Bounded economies

Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an exchange economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-3], and letC(k) be

a closed ball inRL of radiusrk, with rk > 1, centered at the origin such that for each agent
j, ωj ∈ intC(k) where int denotes interior. We shall assume thatrk → ∞ ask → ∞. Now
define

Xkj := Xj ∩ C(k),

Pkj(xj ) := Pj (xj ) ∩ C(k),

P̂kj(xj ) := P̂j (xj ) ∩ C(k),

Bk(ωj , p) = {xj ∈ Xkj : 〈xj , p〉 ≤ 〈ωj , p〉},
Fk(ωj , p) = {xj ∈ Xkj : 〈xj , p〉 ≤ 〈ωj , p〉},

and consider thek-bounded economy

Ek := (Xkj, ωj , Pkj(·))nj=1.

The set of rational allocations for thek-bounded economyEk is given by

Ak(ω) =

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xk1 × · · · × Xkn :

n∑
j=1

xj

=
n∑

j=1

ωj andxj ∈ P̂kj(ωj ) for all j


 .

An equilibriumfor the economyEk is an(n+1)-tuple of vectors(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄) such that
1. (x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈ Ak(ω);
2. p̄ ∈ B\{0};
3. for eachj, 〈x̄j , p̄, 〉 = 〈ωj , p̄〉 andPkj(x̄j ) ∩ Bk(ωj , p̄) = ∅. 17

A quasi-equilibriumfor the economyEk is an(n + 1)-tuple of vectors(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p̄)

such that
1. (x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈ Ak(ω);
2. p̄ ∈ B\{0};
3. for eachj, x̄j ∈ Bk(ωj , p) andPkj(x̄j ) ∩ Fk(ωj , p̄) = ∅.

9.2. A lemma

The following lemma is crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.

17 Recall thatB := {p′ ∈ RL : ||p′|| ≤ 1}.
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Lemma. Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an exchange economy satisfying[A-1]–[A-2]. Let

{xk}k = {(xk
1, . . . , xk

n)}k ⊂ Ak(ω) be a sequence of individually rational allocations such
that for each k,||xk

j || = rk for some agent j(i.e.
∑n

j=1‖xk
j ‖ → ∞ as k → ∞) and con-

sider the sequence{λkxk}k := {(λkxk
1, . . . , λkxk

n)}k whereλk = (
∑n

j=1||xk
j ||)−1. Then, the

following statements are true:
1. For any cluster pointy = (y1, . . . , yn) of the sequence{(λkxk

1, . . . , λkxk
n)}k, it holds

that

n∑
j=1

yj = 0 and
n∑

j=1

||yj || = 1.

2. For any cluster pointy = (y1, . . . , yn) and subsequence{(λk′
xk′

1 , . . . , λk′
xk′
n )}k′ such

that (λk′
xk′

1 , . . . , λk′
xk′
n ) → (y1, . . . , yn), it holds that

for k′ sufficiently large, xk′
j − εy ∈ intC(k′) for all ε ∈ (0,1].

Proof of Lemma. First, recall that any cluster pointy = (y1, . . . , yn) of the sequence
{(λkxk

1, . . . , λkxk
n)}k is such that, for each agentj, yj ∈ R(P̂j (ωj )). Part 1 of the Lemma

is a restatement of Lemma 3.3 in Page (1987). To prove Part 2, first note that ifyj = 0;
then,||xk

j || < rk infinitely often (i.e.xk
j ∈ intC(k) for infinitely manyk). In particular, if

||xk
j || = rk for all k, then

1

n
= rk

n · rk
≤

||xk
j ||∑n

j ′=1||xk
j || for all k.

Thus, ifyj = 0, we have a contradiction, since

xk
j∑n

j ′=1||xk
j || → yj .

Because there is a finite number of agents, we can extract a subsequence

{(λk′
xk′

1 , . . . , λk′
xk′
n )}k′

such that

(λk′
xk′

1 , . . . , λk′
xk′
n ) → (y1, . . . , yn),

and such that

if yj = 0 then||xk′
j || < rk′ for all k′ sufficiently large.

To show that, fork′ sufficiently large,xk′
j − εy ∈ intC(k′), for all ε ∈ (0, 1], consider the
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following:

||xk′
j − εy|| ≤ ||xk′

j − ελk′
xk′
j || + ||ελk′

xk′
j − εyj ||

= (1 − ελk′
)||xk′

j || + ||ελk′
xk′
j − εyj ||

= ||xk′
j || + (||ελk′

xk′
j − εyj || − ||ελk′

xk′
j ||)

= ||xk′
j || + ε(||λk′

xk′
j − yj || − ||λk′

xk′
j ).

If yj = 0, then||xk′
j − εy|| < rk′ by the arguments above. Suppose now thatyj 6= 0.

Since||λk′
xk′
j − yj || → 0 and||λk′

xk′
j || → ||yj || > 0, we have for allk′ sufficiently large

(||λk′
xk′
j − yj || − ||λk′

xk′
j ) < 0. Since already||xk′

j || ≤ rk′ , we can conclude that, for allk′

sufficiently large,||xk′
j − εy|| < rk′ for all ε ∈ (0, 1]. �

9.3. Proofs of Theorems

9.3.1. Proof of Theorem 1 (inconsequentiality implies exhaustibility)

Proof of Part 1. Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2]. To show
that bus(ω) ⊆ ea(ω), let y ∈ arb(ω) such thaty /∈ ea(ω) (i.e. y is not exhaustible). This
implies that, for some rational allocationx ∈ A(ω) and some agentj, yj ∈ III j (xj ). Thus,
there exists a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers{tkj }k with tkj ↑∞, such that

{uj (xj + tkj yj )}k is increasing. Moreover, we may suppose without loss of generality that

tkj = min{s ≥ 0 : uj (xj + syj ) = uj (xj + tkj yj )}.
Thus, ifε > 0,

uj (xj + tkj yj − εyj ) < uj (xj + tkj yj ) (∗)

for largek. Consider the sequence{(x1 + tkj y1), . . . , (xj + tkj yj ), . . . , (xn + tkj yn)}k. This

sequence is contained in arbseqω(y) (takeλk = (1/tkj )). Given (∗), this implies thaty /∈
bus(ω). �

Proof of Part 2. From Part 1 we have,

bus(ω) ⊆ ea(ω) ⊆ arb(ω).

If the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage, then

bus(ω) = ea(ω) = arb(ω). �

9.3.2. Proof of Theorem 2 (inconsequentiality and boundedness of utilities)

Proof of Part 1. Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2] and in-
consequential arbitrage. We want to show that there exists an integerk0 such that, for
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eachu ∈ U(ω), there exists a rational allocationx ∈ Ck0(ω) such that, for each agentj,
uj ≤ uj (xj ). Suppose not. Then, for eachk = 1, 2, . . . , there existsuk ∈ U(ω) such that,
for eachx ∈ Ck(ω), uk

j > uj (xj ), for some agentj. Consider the sequence{uk}k ⊂ U(ω).

Since for eachk, uk ∈ U(ω), for eachk, there existsxk ∈ A(ω) such thatuj (x
k
j ) ≥ uk

j

for all j. Now consider the sequence{xk
j }k. If {∑j‖xk

j ‖}k is bounded, thenxk ∈ Ck(ω) for
somek and we have a contradiction.

Suppose then that
∑

j‖xk
j ‖ = rk → ∞. Let

Hk(ω) :=

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A(ω) :

∑
j

||xj || ≤ rk


 .

Note thatHk(ω) 6= ∅, sincexk = (xk
1, . . . , xk

n) ∈ Hk(ω). Let

Bk(ω) := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Hk(ω) : uj (xj ) ≥ uj (x
k
j ) for all j}.

Note thatBk(ω) 6= ∅, sincexk = (xk
1, . . . , xk

n) ∈ Bk(ω). Bk(ω) is compact becauseHk(ω)
is compact and the utility functionsuj (·) are upper semicontinuous. For eachk, choose
zk ∈ Bk(ω) so that

∑
j

||zk
j || = min



∑
j

||zj || : z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Bk(ω)


 .

We have for allj and for allk

uj (z
k
j ) ≥ uj (x

k
j ) ≥ uk

j .

We claim that{∑j‖zk
j‖}k is bounded. Suppose not. Without loss of generality, suppose(

zk
1∑

j ||zk
j ||

, . . . ,
zk
n∑

j ||zk
j ||

)
→ (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω).

By inconsequential arbitrage, there existsε > 0, andk1 such that for allk ≥ k1,

(a) (zk
1 − εy1, . . . , z

k
n − εyn) ∈ A(ω),

and

(b) uj (z
k
j − εyj ) ≥ uj (z

k
j ) ≥ uj (x

k
j ) for all j.

Moreover, by Lemma 4.1 (ii) in Allouch (1999),

(c)
∑
j

||zk
j − εyj || <

∑
j

||zk
j || ≤ rk.

Hence

(zk
1 − εy1, . . . , z

k
n − εyn) ∈ Bk(ω),
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and we have a contradiction:

∑
j

||zk
j − εyj || <

∑
j

||zk
j || = min



∑
j

||zj || : z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Bk(ω)


 .

Thus, we conclude that{∑j‖zk
j‖}k is bounded. But now this implies that, for somek2,

zk ∈ Ck(ω) for all k ≥ k2.

But recall that we have, for allk and allj, uj (z
k
j ) ≥ uk

j . Thus, we have a contradiction.�

Proof of Part 2. LetCk0
j (ω) be the projection ofCk0(ω) ontoXj . Note that becauseCk0(ω)

is a compact subset ofX1 × · · · × Xn, the setCk0
j (ω) is a compact subset ofXj . For each

j, let

z̄j ∈ arg max{uj (zj ) : zj ∈ C
k0
j (ω)}.

By Part 1 of the Theorem, for allx ∈ A(ω), there existsz ∈ Ck0(ω) such that

uj (xj ) ≤ uj (zj ) for all j.

We have for each agentj, uj (zj ) ≤ uj (z̄j ) for all z ∈ Ck0(ω), and thus, we have for each

agentj, z̄j ∈ C
k0
j (ω) such that

uj (xj ) ≤ uj (z̄j ) for all xj ∈ Aj(ω). �

9.3.3. Proof of Theorem 3 (inconsequential arbitrage implies existence of a
quasi-equilibrium)

Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-3] and inconsequential
arbitrage.

Part 1. Consider thek-bounded economyEk := (Xkj, ωj , Pkj(·))nj=1, defined above and
note the following:
1. Given assumption [A-3], local nonsatiation, it follows from Part 2 of Theorem 2 that,

for all k sufficiently large,
1.1. Ek satisfieslocal nonsatiation at rational allocations; 18

1.2. the mappingxj → P̂kj(xj ) has nonempty, closed, convex values and the preference
relation defined via the mappingxj → P̂kj(xj ) is complete and transitive onXkj .

2. For each agentj, ωj ∈ Xkj andXkj is convex and compact.
Given these observations, it follows from Theorem 1 in Bergstrom (1976) that, for each

k, Ek has a quasi-equilibrium(xk
1, . . . , xk

n, pk). 19

18 Takek large enough so that, for allj, z̄j ∈ intC(k), where thēzj are those vectors shown to exist in Part 2 of
Theorem 2.
19 See Gay (1979) for a discussion of Bergstrom’s result and the problems caused by the absence of completeness.
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Part 2. We now want to show that, if(xk
1, . . . , xk

n, pk) is a quasi-equilibrium for the econ-
omyEk with xk

j ∈ intC(k) for eachj, then it is a quasi-equilibrium for the original economy
(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1.

Let (xk
1, . . . , xk

n, pk) be a quasi-equilibrium for the economyEk := (Xkj, ωj , Pkj(·))nj=1

with xk
j ∈ intC(k) for eachj. We have thenpk ∈ B\{0}, and sinceAk(ω) ⊂ A(ω), we also

have(xk
1, . . . , xk

n) ∈ A(ω). Finally, we have for allj

xk
j ∈ Bk(ωj , p

k) and Pkj(x
k
j ) ∩ Fk(ωj , p

k) = ∅.

Thus,xk
j ∈ Bk(ωj , p

k) for all j. We want to show then that

Pkj(x
k
j ) ∩ Fk(ωj , p

k) = ∅ implies thatPj (x
k
j ) ∩ F(ωj , p

k) = ∅.

Suppose not. Then for some agentj, there existsz′ ∈ Pj (x
k
j ) ∩ F(ωj , p

k). Given quasi-

concavity (see [A-1]), local nonsatiation, [A-3], andxk
j ∈ intC(k), there is aδ > 0 such

that

δz′ + (1 − δ)xk
j ∈ intC(k)

and

δz′ + (1 − δ)xk
j ∈ Pj (x

k
j )

By the definition ofF(ωj , p
k), we have

〈δz′ + (1 − δ)xk
j , pk〉 < 〈ωj , p

k〉
so that

δz′ + (1 − δ)xk
j ∈ F(ωj , p

k).

Thus

δz′ + (1 − δ)xk
j ∈ Pkj(x

k
j ) ∩ Fk(ωj , p

k),

a contradiction. We must conclude, therefore, that

Pj (x
k
j ) ∩ F(ωj , p

k) = ∅.

Thus,(xk
1, . . . , xk

n, pk) is a quasi-equilibrium for the original economy(Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1.

Part 3. Suppose that the sequence of quasi-equilibria{(xk
1, . . . , xk

n, pk)}n for thek-bounded
augmented economies{Ek}k is such that, for eachk, there is an agentj with xk

j on the
boundary ofC(k). Thus, we are assuming that the case treated in Part 2 above does not
arise. We will now show that this does not matter: inconsequential arbitrage allows us to
construct a quasi-equilibrium that fits the case treated in Part 2. So suppose that the sequence
{(xk

1, . . . , xk
n, pk)}k of quasi-equilibria is such that, for eachk, xk

j on the boundary ofC(k)

for somej. This implies that,
∑n

j=1‖xk
j ‖ → ∞ as k → ∞. Let y = (y1, . . . , yn) be

a cluster point of the sequence{(λkxk
1, . . . , λkxk

n)}k whereλk = (
∑n

j=1‖xk
j ‖)−1. Thus,
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y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω). By the Lemma,
∑n

j=1yj = 0, and
∑n

j=1‖yj‖ = 1, and for any

subsequence{(λk′
xk′

1 , . . . , λk′
xk′
n )}k′ with (λk′

xk′
1 , . . . , λk′

xk′
n ) → (y1, . . . , yn), we have for

all k′ sufficiently large,xk′
j − εyj ∈ intC(k′) for ε ∈ (0, 1]. By inconsequential arbitrage,

given(y1, . . . , yn) ∈ arb(ω), there existsε > 0 such that, for allk′ sufficiently large,

xk′
j − εyj ∈ Xk′j and Pk′j (x

k′
j − εyj ) ⊆ Pk′j (x

k′
j ) for all j.

Our proof will be complete if we can show that(xk′
1 − εy1, . . . , x

k′
n − εyn, p

k′
) is a

quasi-equilibrium for thek-bounded economyEk′ .
Given that

n∑
j=1

yj = 0,

the fact that(xk′
1 , . . . , xk′

n , pk′
) is a quasi-equilibrium forEk′ implies that

1. (xk′
1 − εy1, . . . , x

k′
n − εyn) ∈ Ak′(ω),

2. pk′ ∈ B\{0}, and
3. Pk′j (x

k′
j ) ∩ Fk′(ωj , p

k′
) = ∅.

Given (3), the fact thatPk′j (x
k′
j − εyj ) ⊆ Pk′j (x

k′
j ) implies thatPk′j (x

k′
j − εyj ) ∩ Fk

(ωj , p
k′
) = ∅.

To complete the proof, it remains only to show that, for agentsj = 1, 2, . . . , n, xk′
j −

εyj ∈ Bk′(ωj , p
k′
). Given thaty = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ bus(ω) and thatxk′

j − εyj ∈ Xk′j ,

this will be true provided〈xk′
j − εyj , p

k′ 〉 ≤ 〈ωj , p
k′ 〉. We will show that, for agents

j = 1, 2, . . . , n, 〈yj , p
k′ 〉 = 0. Since

∑n
j=1yj = 0, it suffices to show that, forj =

1, 2, . . . , n, 〈yj , p
k′ 〉 ≤ 0. Suppose not. Let〈yj ′′ , pk′ 〉 > 0 for some agentj ′′. For this

agent,

〈xk′
j ′′ − εyj ′′ , pk′ 〉 < 〈ωj ′′ , pk′ 〉.

By local nonsatiation of thek-bounded augmented economies fork′ large, there exists
zj ′′ ∈ Pk′j ′′(xk′

j ′′ − εyj ′′) sufficiently nearxk′
j ′′ − εyj ′′ such that

〈zj ′′ , pk′ 〉 < 〈ωj ′′ , pk′ 〉.

This contradicts the fact thatPk′j (x
k′
j − εyj ) ∩ Fk(ωj , p

k′
) = ∅ for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

We must conclude therefore that, forj = 1, 2, . . . , n, 〈yj , p
k′ 〉 = 0, and thus, we must

conclude that, forj = 1, 2, . . . , n, 〈xk′
j − εyj , p

k′ 〉 ≤ 〈ωj , p
k′ 〉, implying that, forj =

1, 2, . . . , n, xk′
j − εyj ∈ Bk′(ωj , p

k′
). Thus,(xk′

1 − εy1, . . . , x
k′
n − εyn, p

k′
) is a quasi-

equilibrium for thek-bounded economyEk′ such that, forj = 1, 2, . . . , n, xk′
j − εyj ∈

intC(k′), and thus,(xk′
1 − εy1, . . . , x

k′
n − εyn, p

k′
) is a quasi-equilibrium for the original

economyE.
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Finally, if for each agentj,

inf x∈Xj
〈x, pk′ 〉 < 〈ωj , p

k′ 〉
and

Pj (x
k′
j − εyj ) is open relative toXj ,

then(xk′
1 − εy1, . . . , x

k′
n − εyn, p

k′
) is an equilibrium for the original economy.

9.3.4. Proof of Theorem 4 (equivalence of existence of a Pareto optimal allocation,
inconsequential arbitrage, and compactness of utility possibilities)

(1) ⇒ (2): let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2], [A-4]–[A-5],
and let(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈ A(ω) be a rational, Pareto optimal allocation. Suppose now that
inconsequential arbitrage isnot satisfied. Thus, for somey ∈ arb(ω), y /∈ bus(ω). By
[A-4], nonsatiation off the bus(ω), there is at least one agentj′ such that, for someλj ′ >

0, uj ′(x̄j ′ + λj ′yj ′) > uj ′(x̄j ′). By [A-5], we have the uniformity of arbitrage cones across
rational allocations:

uj (x̄j + λj ′yj ) ≥ uj (x̄j ) for all j.

But

((x̄1 + λj ′y1), . . . , (x̄j ′ + λj ′yj ′), . . . , (x̄n + λj ′yn)) ∈ A(ω),

contradicting the Pareto optimality of(x̄1, . . . , x̄n).
(2) ⇒ (3): this implication follows immediately from Part 1 of Theorem 2.
(3) ⇒ (1): obvious.

9.3.5. Proof of Theorem 6 (second welfare theorem)
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1], [A-2]∗, [A-3], [A-4]∗, [A-5], and

[A-6]. Also, suppose the economy satisfies inconsequential arbitrage. Letx̄ = (x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∈
A(ω) be a rational, Pareto optimal allocation withx̄j ∈ intXj for all j. Consider the econ-
omy (Xj , x̄j , Pj (·))nj=1. This economy satisfies [A-1]–[A-2]∗ and must also satisfy incon-
sequential arbitrage, otherwise, given [A-4]∗ and [A-5], we could arrive at a contradiction
of the Pareto optimality of̄x via the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4. Given [A-1],
[A-2]∗, [A-3], and [A-6], x̄j ∈ intXj for all j implies via Theorem 3 that(Xj , x̄j , Pj (·))nj=1
has an equilibrium, sayx′

1, . . . , x
′
n, p

′. For each agentj, uj (x
′
j ) ≥ uj (x̄j ). In fact, we

must haveuj (x
′
j ) = uj (x̄j ) for all j, otherwise, we would contradict the Pareto optimal-

ity of (x̄1, . . . , x̄n). Sincex′
1, . . . , x

′
n, p

′ is an equilibrium, for anyx′′
j such thatuj (x

′′
j ) >

uj (x
′
j ) = uj (x̄j ), 〈x′′

j , p′〉 > 〈x̄j , p
′〉. Thus,(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, p

′) is an equilibrium.

9.3.6. Proof of Theorem 7 (equivalence of Hart and Werner)
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2] and [W-1]–[W-2]. As

noted in the text, the proof of Theorem 5 follows directly from Corollary 16.2.2 in Rock-
afellar (1970).
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9.3.7. Proof of Theorem 8 (Hart/Werner imply inconsequential)
Let (Xj , ωj , Pj (·))nj=1 be an economy satisfying [A-1]–[A-2] and [W-1]–[W-2]. The

fact that the Hart/Werner conditions imply inconsequential arbitrage is an immediate con-
sequence of the fact that

L1 × · · · × Ln ⊆ bus(ω).

Under the additional assumption of no half lines, [W-3], the fact that inconsequential arbi-
trage implies the Hart/Werner conditions is an immediate consequence of the fact that with
no half lines,

L1 × · · · × Ln = bus(ω) = {0, . . . , 0}.
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